Motivation: DNA barcodes are commonly used for counting and discriminating purposes in molecular and cell biology. Not every set of DNA sequences is equally suitable for this goal. There is a growing demand for more sophisticated barcode designs, with only few tools available. We prepared an R package that combines known algorithms and innovative methods for the efficient, flexible and near-optimal generation of robust barcode sets. Results: Our R-software package 'DNABarcodes' generates sets of DNA barcodes from a few basic input parameters (e.g. length, distance metric, minimum distance, chemical properties). It satisfies the specifics of most particular experimental demands in de novo design of barcodes. Additionally, the package allows analysing existing sets of DNA barcodes as well as the generation of subsets of those existing sets to improve their error correction and detection properties. 'DNABarcodes' was designed for speed, versatility, provable correctness and large set sizes. Availability and Implementation: The DNABarcodes R package is available from Bioconductor at
Introduction
Synthetic DNA tags, also known as barcodes, tags, or unique molecular identifiers are in use since the 1990s. At first, they were generated by mostly empiric rules mostly in intuitive fashion. Gradually, new designs integrated general coding theory and were adjusted for robustness and error correction properties. Robust sets of DNA Barcodes are generated by minimizing the similarity between each pair of barcodes (Meyer and Kircher, 2010) . Guaranteed error detection and correction is reached by generating sets with a fixed minimum distance that addresses the expected error kind and frequency (e.g. Bystrykh, 2012; Faircloth and Glenn, 2012; Frank, 2009) . For instance, on HTS platforms such as Illumina's MiSeq/ HiSeq, substitutions are the most common errors in barcode reads. On the PacBio platform, insertions and deletions occur in conjunction with substitutions. Previously, we published an original research method solving problems specific to these use cases (Buschmann and Bystrykh, 2013; Buschmann, 2016) , analysing the robustness of such DNA barcodes for different parameters, as well as measuring the performance of barcode generation. Here, we introduce an easy to use R package that allows practical researchers to implement these DNA barcode designs in their experimental setup.
The package offers several options regarding the used distance metric and generation heuristic (i.e. search algorithm). The distance metric determines the type of error that can be corrected or detected (i.e. its robustness) and the heuristic influences the size of the generated set and runtime.
Robustness and supported distances
We implemented three distance metrics internally in C/C þþ. Each distance metric (parameter 'metric') serves different error correction capabilities and influences the robustness of the DNA barcode set. A sufficiently high Hamming distance allows the correction of (Buschmann and Bystrykh, 2013) . Higher distances (parameter 'dist') increase the robustness of the DNA barcode set. To guarantee the correction or detection of k errors, the minimum set distance has to be at least 2 * k þ 1 or respectively k þ 1. For example, to correct at least one error, the minimum distance has to be at least three. To detect one error, the distance has to be at least two.
Generation heuristics
DNABarcodes offers four heuristic methods (parameter 'heuristic' with possible values 'clique', 'conway', 'sampling' and 'ashlock') that produce sufficiently large DNA barcode sets within reasonable time. Inexperienced users should first try the default 'conway', which implements Conway's greedy closure algorithm for lexicographic codes (Conway and Sloane, 1986) . The heuristic 'ashlock' is an evolutionary extension to Conway's algorithm (Ashlock et al., 2002) . It improves on Conway's algorithm by testing different starting points and selecting and changing those that yield better results. Ashlock's algorithm often results in larger barcode sets at the cost of a longer runtime. Performance measures of different heuristics for different parameters are given in the supplementary material.
Use cases
The main use case of this R package is the creation of sets of DNA barcodes. Configurable options are the distance metric and distance (cf. Section 2), the generation heuristic (cf. Section 3) as well as whether to filter sequences that contain triplets, that are selfcomplementary, or that show an unbalanced GC ratio. In the available literature, use of all three mentioned filters is advised and therefore enabled by default. In the following two examples we generate sets of DNA Barcodes of length 7 bp with default settings. The first example enforces a minimum Hamming distance of 3 between each DNA barcode, which is sufficient to correct at least one substitution error. In the second example, we create a set of DNA Barcodes that supports the correction of insertions, deletions and substitutions in DNA context by using the Sequence-Levenshtein distance:
'DNABarcodes' allows the subsetting of existing (e.g. supplier issued) sets to increase error correction capabilities when fewer samples are needed. The following example generates a subset of barcodes that allow the correction of one indel or substitution in DNA context from a fictional supplier set that only allowed the correction of one substitution:
Hence, when only half the number of samples are tagged, a higher level of robustness is reached by chosing the appropriate set of barcodes from the existing library preparation chemicals.
We offer several analysis functions to assess the error correction capabilities and quality of existing sets of DNA barcodes. The following simple example shows that the fictional supplier set allows the correction of one substitution (metric 'hamming'), but guarantees no correction of indels in DNA context ('seqlev') or without context ('levenshtein'):
For visualization, all pairwise distances of a set may be calculated, as the next example and Figure 1 show:
Changed DNA barcodes in sequenced reads may be error corrected using the 'demultiplex' function:
> library("DNABarcodes") # Load R package # First example: create substitution robust set > hSet <-create.dnabarcodes(7) > show (length(hSet))
[1] 265 # Second example: create substitution/indel robust set > slSet <-create.dnabarcodes(7,metric¼"seqlev") > show (length(slSet))
[1] 67 # Load a fictional supplier barcode set > data (supplierSet) > show (length (supplierSet))
[1] 48 # Create more robust subset > subSet <-create.dnabarcodes (7,metric¼"seqlev", 
Conclusion
Our 'DNABarcodes' software package is a versatile tool that flexibly generates barcode sets of different sizes and robustness, analyses existing DNA barcode sets for robustness, and decodes millions of sequence reads in short time. Special care has been taken to improve the runtime behaviour of our algorithms, facilitating fast generation of large sets of DNA barcodes within a reasonable time frame. Further insight into the influence of parameters on robustness and size of sets of DNA barcodes may be obtained from the original research paper (Buschmann and Bystrykh, 2013) Fig. 1. Heatmap of pairwise distances between barcodes. Except for identical barcodes (red tiles), no distance is below 3 (black). The dendrogram shows a well-balanced distribution of distances
